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PART III

PANEL DISCUSSION

Panel:

R. G. BANNISTER (Chairman) B. B. LLOYD
J. RAYMOND OWEN L. G. C. E. PUGH

J. KEUL R. SHEPHARD

CHAIRMAN: I heard it said of a recent conference that, at its end, everyone remained confused, but at a much
higher level. I hope that will not be true of today's meeting.

DR D. S. TUNSTALL PEDOE (Executive Committee, British Association of Sport and Medicine: We have been
given a lot of subjective information and impressions about the effects of training at altitude. Is there any hard
information on the relative merits of training camps at sea level and training camps at altitude? Much of the benefit -
apart from the physiological measurements that were made - might have accrued from having the athletes together and
training under hostile conditions; this might equally well have been achieved by having them together for some period
not at altitude.

A few years ago, when the Commonwealth Games preceded the European Games, the much higher standards
achieved by many of the athletes at the latter was ascribed to the fact that they had been together, training together. Is
there any controlled information on the effect of training camps?

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: I am not sure I can answer this. The effect of training, in physiological terms, can be
quite disappointing when a well-conditioned athlete comes to a training camp. There may be only very small increases
in both his performance on the track and in his maximal oxygen intake.

On the other hand, as I mentioned in my paper after a trip to altitude both performance and maximal oxygen intake
were reduced. This would be unlikely to occur ina training camp. In physiological terms, an athlete would probably do
rather better at sea level, than at altitude.

CHAIRMAN: Professor Shephard has given view in favour of camps at sea level, rather than at altitude. Does any
other member of the panel want to comment?

DR OWEN: Many federations and countries have had camps at sea level, long before we even heard of altitude
training. Since we do not really know how much of the effect of a training camp is due to the altitude and how much
to the training camp, it is quite possible that the effect could be equally good at sea level.

CHAIRMAN: There seems to be no objective comparison. No member of the panel knows of any scientifically
controlled comparison.

MR GOLD: As a matter of fact the team that went to Budapest in 1966- after its return from the Commonwealth
Games - was very much below par. I am afraid it is not true that they did better. They did considerably worse than we
had hoped.

MRS ROSCOE: As a member of the Olympic Games team (competing in the 400m at Munich in 1972), my main
concern before the Games was to stay at home as long as possible. I wanted to keep conditions as normal as I could. In
fact, during my stay in Munich, I tried to assimilate the same amount of nutrition and carry out the same amount of
exercise.
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What does the panel think about this point of view of staying at home as long as possible? I appreciate that am not
in the category of those needing high altitude training, but some people who do qualify have the same feelings as

myself.

DR PUGH: have always been a believer in what have called the "health resort effect", but recognize that you

prefer to stay at home, and might be better there. However, there are many people with stressful jobs - you may be

one of them, of course - who may benefit if they can get away to pleasant surroundings and be relieved of the nervous

stress (for example, commuting, driving a car a lot, or something like that).

The only study I know of in which the health resort effect was taken into consideration was the one on policemen.
The policemen who did not go to altitude went to a similar training camp at sea level; their performance also improved
but not to the same extent as that of the policemen at altitude.

I should like to know whether the American study with Jim Ryun had this training camp effect eliminated - do

not think it was.

CHAIRMAN: No, do not think it was either. This is a field where individual variation is so important and explains

why no athletes benefit uniformly from some form of special treatment that takes them away from the home
environment. The more some people think about their training, the more obsessed they become with whether they are

doing the right thing or the wrong thing, and to such an extent sometimes that their performance may deteriorate as a

result.

DR TRAVERS: Is the questioner (Janette Roscoe) referring to training camps as run, say by the British Amateur

Athletic Board, for athletes before competition, or to the conditions in a village before the Games? can see that there

would be a vast difference between them.

MRS ROSCOE: was referring to actual training camps.

CHAI RMAN: An Olympic village really?

MRS ROSCOE: No, a place for a team to train.

CHAI RMAN: Presumably, you would like to keep away from either as long as possible?

MRS ROSCOE: In this country, yes.

MR WI LSON: To return to Dr Bannister's point, are there any ethical objections to altitude training?

DR LLOYD: know nothing about athletics, and less about ethics, so I am well qualified to answer this! It seems to

me impossible to prevent a man who wishes to do so from going to run in any area of the globe where he is free to go

politically. So in the end, it is not really possible to object to altitude training as this would interfere with the freedom

of the individual to travel at will about the surface of the globe. In the last resort, we cannot legislate against altitude

training of any sort.

CHAIRMAN: There are different kinds of freedom, and different kinds of opportunities, which I suppose sport is

trying to preserve. There is the right of British athletes to have as good a chance - if there is proof of benefit, which I

do not think has emerged clearly from this discussion - of altitude training as the West Germans and the Russians.

Of course, this merely creates a greater inequality between this country and underprivileged countries which do not

have the financial resources to send their athletes to altitude camps. Sport at best tries to eliminate inequalities, but

sometimes these inequalities can be aggravated by moves which ought to be diminishing them.

MISS HILARY DAVISON (PE student): Returning to Janette Roscoe's tack which appears to me to be a

psychological one. From what we have heard it seems that the effects of altitude are recognised, yet there is no clear

indication whether these effects have a direct influence upon the performance of the athlete. Have there been any

investigations into the psychological aspects of putting people into thesestressful situations, particularly in view of the
fact that athletes may only go to altitude camps on one occasion?
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Dr Turner mentioned that after several trips to altitude performance was improved. Is there a possibility that getting
used to going to these places, and getting used to being in these stressful situations could have something to do with this
improvement in performance?

PROFESSOR KEUL: If there is a psychological effect on performance after altitude training, we cannot measure it.
We can merely hold the opinion that performance has improved.

In fact, athletes often tell us that because they are in a closed environment in high altitude camps, they have no
troubles of any sort; for instance, with family, profession, etc. They feel that this makes a very good basis for training.
The improvement in performance may be related to a psychological effect, rather than a physiological one, because the
conditions for training are better at altitude than at sea level.

CHAIRMAN: If we have been unable to prove that there is a physiological benefit, then proving that there is
psychological one will be twice as difficult!

DR TURNER: Dr Bannister said in an earlier discussion that the onus of proof lay with those who believed there
was an advantage to be gained from going to altitude in terms of improved performance at sea level.

If Dr Pugh could have Dr Brotherhood, John Le Masurier, and six athletes, and £5,000 provided by the Sports
Council, could this problem be resolved next summer?

DR PUGH: We could certainly have a go at it, but whether we would be successful is another matter!

CHAIRMAN: In my long experience of research, one project all too often has an unhappy tendency to breed
another. This has happened, for example, with the relationship betwuen physical activity and coronary disease; here, a
number of research projects have been mounted, but the size of each has grown progressively in order to eliminate all
the variables that would reduce its statistical significance.

DR PUGH: The difficulty here is that the athlete's life would have to be controlled for a considerable period before
and after going to altitude, as well as during the altitude period. It would be extremely difficult, in fact, to lay on a
satisfactory experiment.

However, I have always regretted that, after we have been to altitude - in 1965, for example - it has not been
possible to obtain any real controlled information on what happened to the runners; this is simply due to the fact that
they were free individuals and we had no control over them; some had races, others did not. Difficulties of that nature
could certainly be overcome if the runners would accept the situation. I think about 20 would be needed.

DR LLOYD: Dr Bannister referred to his own research experience, and many of us will remember that 20 or more
years ago he was working with Professor Douglas and Dr Cunningham on the effects of giving oxygen to an athlete -
namely, himself - running otherwise to exhaustion on a treadmill at an angle.

The effect of changing from ordinary air (20.93% oxygen) to 33% oxygen was profound and enabled the athlete to
go on more or less indefinitely. It is accepted that if the oxygen content of the blood is increased, by having a
considerable amount in physical solution the V02 max., capacity to run or to perform work at a given rate is increased.

I believe that the differences between the blood of a man who has been at moderate altitude, say, for a month or
two, and that of a man at sea level are known fairly well. It should be possible to set up a fairly well controlled
experimental situation in which the blood of an athlete at sea level was directly manipulated bytransfusing his own
stored red cells and by altering his acid-base balance. Manipulating the cerebrospinal fluid, would be difficult, but it
might conceivably be possible.

What I am saying is that, for a small sum of money, it should be possible to investigate the effect of some of the
blood changes that occur at altitude on the runner's performance in the laboratory. To go beyond that is a very large
step.

CHAIRMAN: This raises the question of the extent to which the athlete is prepared to be a guinea-pig. The
investigation would require fairly large numbers of athletes for a long period of time; but we must bear in mind that
their objective presumably is to run well in the Commonwealth/European/Olympic Games. This must be the overriding
interest, rather than harnessing them to the devices of the physiologists.
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DR LLOYD: Of course, an answer to that is the fairly large number of modest runners, in terms of natural ability,
who are in fact highly trained, and can therefore reproduce their performances. I think quite a lot of them would be
prepared to consider this without feeling they were sacrificing their chances of obtaining a gold medal, or an Olympic
success.

DR PUGH: I think it would be wrong at this stage to try to pull the problem to pieces. If running is what we want to
know about, then running must be studied, and not putting in more red cells. Once it has been demonstrated that
athletes can run faster after a period of altitude training - if that is the case - and once we are convinced about it, then
is the time to start looking at the reasons in more detail.

If the matter is clouded by small manipulations when we are ignorant of all the ingredients in the total situation, the
outcome may be seriously misleading.

DR LLOYD: Dr Pugh has taken up an extremely interesting point of view and I must be careful how I tackle it.
Physiology is concerned with the control of a single variable, keeping all the others constant, and seeing the effect of
this variation. Of course, much of Dr Pugh's work has been precisely along these lines.

Suppose a well-trained runner, running on a treadmill, could keep up a given speed for 50 minutes if his haematocrit
is 41, a slightly higher speed if it is 43, and a slightly lower speed if it is 46. What I am saying is that there must be an
optimum haematocrit, and if I knew what it was I would have a slightly better idea of the likelihood of altitude training
being worthwhile. I should also like to be able to tell someone wanting to do altitude training that these are the things
really worth measuring, and these are not.

DR PUGH: The difficulty is that we do not know what are the interrelationships between blood volume,
haematocrit, and haemoglobin concentration in their effects on performance. We have heard a lot about the increase in
haemoglobin potentially increasing the maximum oxygen intake. However, it does not necessarily do so if it is bought
at the price of a reduced blood volume. We do not know what are the interrelationships. We have just conducted a
study of athletes' anaemia, in which Dr Brotherhood has been measuring blood volumes, and the picture clearly
emerges that some athletes like to have a large blood volume and a lower haematocrit, whereas others do not. The total
body haemoglobin of two such people can be closely similar. Is that correct?

D R BROTH E RHOOD: Yes, that is correct.

CHAIRMAN: Perhaps Professor Shephard would like to comment since there seems to be a difference of opinion:
between an ex-academic physiologist on the one hand and a physiologist who has worked closely with athletes in the
practical situation on the other.

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: I agree, first, that there is a great difficulty in manipulating the lives of athletes. Some of
the remarks we have heard from actual competitors echo the sort of remarks that would be heard in a similar meeting in
Canada. This is fairly common experience, at least in the Western world. I do not know whether they are able to
manipulate the lives of athletes more successfully in Eastern Europe - the information might well come ultimately
from there.

Dr Pugh's points about the interrelationships of haemoglobin, and the effect of an increase in red cells on the
viscosity of the blood and how this may depress the cardiac output are areas about which we need to know much more.

In normal, sedentary subjects there is good evidence that maximum oxygen intake varies with haemoglobin level. We
do not have this information for athletes.

Incidentally, there has been one study in which autotransfusion has been carried out: both the total haemoglobin
and the blood volume were increased. I would like to see what would happen if just the red cells were put back, and not
the plasma.

CHAI RMAN: We have now come to the ethical problem of the extent to which transfusing red cells is drug taking,
cheating, or whatever. To go to higher altitude, or to use the mountains with which a country is endowed naturally, is
taking legitimate advantage, I suppose, of some opportunities; but once one goes beyond this point, it seems to me that
the athlete is then being "used" by the physiologist who is trying to uncover pure scientific information, to write
papers, and to follow his academic pursuit. In the hope of benefit to his own performance, or to that of his colleagues,
the athlete may well be carried along, and this is something which leaves me more than a little worried.
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DR MacLEAN: I am still somewhat confused as to the views of this meeting on altitude training. Would each
member of the panel tell us whether he is for or against altitude training in principle? (Clearly, there are many variants
of it.) Also, would he tell us the reasons for his answer.

CHAIRMAN: This question has been asked in very direct terms and doubt whether this meeting would have been
held if it could be answered by a simple "Yes" or "No". However, will follow your wishes and ask each member of
the panel to say whether or not he is favour, and why?

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: am against it for two reasons: first do not think it is particularly sporting to alter
your performance. think you should see what you can obtain naturally within your own milieu.

Secondly, even if this scruple is overcome, as far as the highly trained athletes are concerned there is no evidence at
present that their maximum oxygen intake or their speed on the track can be increased.

DR PUGH: I should hate to see a continuation of this compulsion to train large bodies of people at altitude and to
arrange camps for them. I think it is extremely undesirable in international sport.

At the same time, do not deny that some individuals may gain considerable benefit by one or preferably several
visits to altitude. The athletes should arrange this for themselves to find out whether they personally will gain.
Nevertheless, I do not consider that the case for altitude training being of help at sea level has been adequately made
out. It does not give sufficient help to a sufficient number to be justified.

CHAIRMAN: I am not sure whether that answer was in favour or against.

DR LLOYD: If the Olympic Games are held at Mexico City there probably has to be altitude training beforehand;
but the case is not proven for competition at sea level.

PROFESSOR KEUL: It is extremely difficult to give an answer. I am not sure, but feel that the necessary
reduction of training intensity at altitude limits the positive effect of hypoxia. Therefore, we are uncertain whether
altitude training has an effect on performance at low level. I am against altitude training because it requires so much
preparation, added to which the athlete must travel and be separated from his family and from his work. The negative
effect of all this may adversely influence his performance.

Therefore, say that we should not take our athletes to high altitude so long as we lack certain knowledge that
altitude training will result in them producing a better performance at sea level.

DR OWEN: I should like to see altitude training abolished and forbidden. But, knowing that this could not be
enforced, even if the International Olympic Committee or some federation ruled that it must be, believe that those
individuals who want to continue should be allowed to do so - but on an individual basis, certainly not on a team basis.

If people are forbidden to go to altitude, this awful blood transfusion will happen instead. can think of nothing
worse; quite apart from the ethical side, there is the danger involved. If it could be proved that blood transfusion, rather
than altitude training, helped the athlete, people would start giving blood transfusions instead. It would be much
cheaper and simpler - and many people would die as a result.

CHAIRMAN: think there could be ways of stopping that.

DR SPERRYN: Going back through what has been said, at this meeting, am astonished that about a year ago the
British Olympic Association said that, in the light of the best knowledge available, it was a good idea to go to altitude.
But now, as a result, we have the situation in which three of the world's top physiologists say there is no case proven -
with an escape clause that certain individuals might be helped. How are we to advise our governing bodies of sport? Are
there some people who really could benefit? If so, how do we select them and then help them exercise their freedom of
choice?

We cannot send everybody up to altitude. Usually it has to be decided in the last minutes of the last year before
Olympic selection who gets sent to St Moritz. Have we reached the stage at which all young newcomers to an
international squad should be exposed to altitude and monitored for response? If they respond in a favourable way that
could be detected they would then be trained to their physiological capacity at altitude. Those who did not seem to be
suitable would not be exposed again.
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Are there any ways in which athletes can be monitored for positive response to altitude training, and should we be
acting along those lines?

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: If I were to guess at the sort of people on whom altitude training might be tried, I
would incline to those with a hypoanaemia which has not responded to iron or the B vitamins; in other words, to those
with a low haemoglobin that could be raised to normal levels by altitude training. A second thing to consider, I
suppose, would be their reactions to being away from home; if they are the sort of person, like the young lady in the
audience (Janette Roscoe), who feels they do not train well when away from home, this should be another factor to
take into account.

DR WILLIAMS: It seems to me, both from our discussions and from the published literature that, as far as altitude
training is concerned, there are two populations: one is the sub-maximally fit population to whom the imposition of
altitude training is just a further stress that brings them closer to maximum stress - the policeman, if you like, of
Mellerowicz's series. The second is the Olympic athlete who, in theory at any rate, might be thought to be training at
his maximum anyway.

Does the panel accept that there such a phenomenon as an athlete who is training at his maximum; is an Olympic
athlete training maximally, in fact? If there is such an individual, is there a difference in his physiological response to
altitude compared with that of the sub-maximally training person? For example, could one say that for the
sub-maximally training athlete, altitude may be a supplement whereas, for the maximally training athlete it is merely a
complement?

CHAIRMAN: That is an important question, which I think has been answered already by Professor Shephard in his
review of the literature comparing the results of altitude exposure and subsequent return to sea level on maximum
oxygen uptake by low and high trained individuals.

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: Two studies are relevant here. First, Faulkner's in which the subjects had low maximum
oxygen intakes - this was the one that showed the big advantage - and, secondly, Saltin's studies in Mexico City.
Saltin commented afterwards that there had been no advantage to the top Swedish athletes, but for the physical
education student - who presumably was moderately trained - the loss at altitude was less and the advantage on
returning to sea level was greater.

DR WILLIAMS: On that basis, would the panel accept that altitude training is highly satisfactory as a form of stress
in the early part of the season, when top class athletes are not yet fit, but is of no value later part when the same
athletes are supposed to be maximally fit?

From what has been said, could it not be argued that altitude training is fine so long as an athlete goes for it when he
is not fit?

CHAIRMAN: The question of proving the benefit that hypothesis has never been attempted, and it would be even
more difficult - due to the many variables, such as the time between early and late season, attempts at acclimatization,
and so forth - to show improvement of final performance. I think this would be virtually impossible to demonstrate.
How, for instance, would you control the level of camp activity, psychological cohesion, and other variables of this
nature?

PROFESSOR SHEPHARD: I agree with this.

MR RORY MOSS (PE student, Christ's College, Liverpool): Dr Sperryn earlier asked a similar question to mine. I
hope that in a few years' time I will be training boys, perhaps at an international level if I get that far. What sort of
advice will I give them about altitude training?

Clearly, some people have done well out of it. Should I suggest that the boys should have a go at it? They might then
reply that they do not have the money for it. Could the panel tell me how we can keep our athletes in this country and
stop them going overseas for high altitude training? I am looking for a complete answer on altitude because, up to now,
we have been talking around the subject.

CHAIRMAN: As you said, you are asking for a complete answer - and life is not like that. The group of scientists
here have tried to explain the evidence for benefit of altitude training, and it is just not possible to get the kind of
answer you are seeking.
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Representatives of governing bodies have heard this evidence, and will also have the chance to read it later, after
which they will be able to decide what legislation it is desirable to pass.

MR MOSS: Will research continue in this country? Dr Travers mentioned that much of the work we are considering
has been done by people overseas. I wonder whether it will continue so that, in time, we may be able to tell our athletes
that it is unnecessary to go up to high altitude; that they can still be right at the top if they stay in this country and
train here.

CHAIRMAN: The data we have received on the effects of altitude training before the Games on the performance of
those who took part in the Munich Olympics are - for good reason - quite inadequate for statistical analysis. I think
that is one field in which research would be relevant.

DR PUGH: The obvious starting point is to try to collect more information about what happened. Until that has
been done, it is probably not worth trying to go any further experimentally.

DR SPERRYN: One piece of circumstantial evidence could be extremely valuable. This year's ranking lists are not
yet out, but people like Harry Wilson and Denis Watts may know that there were some astonishingly good late season
performances last year (1972) when we might reasonably assume that the immediate effects of altitude would have
worn off. This might support the general tone-up theory of going to altitude, rather than anything more specific.

These facts must be available by now. Do we have any statistical information?

MR WILSON: I will answer this in a way that has occurred to me quite simply - something which more often
happens to athletic coaches than to physiologists! A girl I coached had to go to St Moritz for a fortnight's holiday with
her parents a fortnight before she was due to have a big race. This 16-year-old asked me what she should do, and
whether she should stop training for the two weeks, since she was going to 8,000 ft (2,450m). I told her to continue,
and she carried out exactly the same training programme every day; for a fortnight she ran 3 miles in the morning and,
in the afternoon, 6 x 100m. This could all be fitted in nicely with the walks, the climbs, and the skiing which she did
with her parents.

I have a friend who is able to undertake blood counts, and so I took the trouble to check her blood. Two days
before going to St Moritz she had a haemogl'obin level of 14.2g per 100ml; after she came back, the level was 15.2g per
100ml and, 28 days later, it was still 15.1g per 100ml, and with the appropriate plasma volume too. I was struck by the
simplicity of it all - it just did not occur to this girl that she might have difficult problem. She had to have that
fortnight's holiday, and she merely wanted to know whether she should stop training or not.
wanted to know whether she should stop training or not.

The result was that her performance improved by 6 sec over 800m. She changed from being a nobody in her age
group to one of the top girls in the country. It seemed to me quite significant that, without knowing it, this girl had
done all the tests which we had wanted her to do, and come up trumps.

Somebody else might have tried it - another girl perhaps - and had completely different results. The only answer to
the problem is that it has to be tried. Where the money is to come from is another and potentially difficult matter.

One of the things that has astonished me is that a year ago - as Dr Sperryn said - acting on all the evidence then
available, we went to St Moritz. The coaches - Denis Watts and myself - and the doctors who accompanied us - Dr
Watson and Dr Travers - will all say that the athletes were fitter than they had ever been in their lives. What concerns
us is not so much whether the altitude training did them good - we are convinced that it did - but that we did not
allow time afterwards before competition.

What has happened during the past year to make physiologists turn round and tell us that the case is unproven, and
that they are not sure whether the athletes should have gone to altitude, nor whether they should go in future? It
amazes me that there has been this change in one year. What results have appeared to make physiologists think
differently?

PROFESSOR KEUL: There has not been much change during the past year, although we have gained some more
experience. For instance, in Germany, our rowing eight used to go every year for training at sea level and they came
second in Tokyo and first in Mexico. But after training for two years at 2,000m (6,560 ft) above sea level they came
nowhere at Munich - fifth, I think. There are many similar cases. Another one, for instance, was the German swimmer,
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Kusch, who spent three weeks at Saas-Fe - 2,000m (6,560 ft). After coming down, he swam a world record, but when
he came down from another spell at altitude to compete in the Olympic Games he did nothing.

I do not think we can be certain whether performance at sea level is improved after training at altitude. In
consequence, it is impossible to advise our coaches and our athletes that they should spend four weeks at altitude, in
spite of the fact that two years ago we felt there must be advantages to be gained from altitude training. We should
advise only if we are sure - and we are now less sure than previously.

Mr Wilson said that the girl had a haemoglobin of 14.2 g per 100ml and, after two weeks at St Moritz, 15.2g per
100ml, with no significant change a month later. Perhaps the higher haemoglobin and, therefore, the higher viscosity of
the blood - especially during exercise (because there is a higher haemoglobin during exercise) - limits the performance.
The heart rate and stroke volume are lower. Perhaps if the rise in haemoglobin is limited, a higher performance may
result. Adaptation of muscle metabolism to the lower oxygen pressure in the atmosphere - if training is carried out at
altitude - will limit the rise in haemoglobin and blood viscosity and, therefore, the greater work of the heart. Perhaps
this gives an advantage. For instance, if the athletes have iron-free food, they have a lower haemoglobin. We divided our
athletes into groups: those who received iron had a much higher haemoglobin than the others who did not.

Perhaps it was wrong to give our athletes iron, but we did so in Mexico because we thought it was better for them to
have a higher haemoglobin. However, I am almost certain that is not good for them at sea level.

CHAIRMAN: The panel has done its best to answer the questions, although I sense that some people came expecting
clearer answers. The truth is that a physiologist sometimes has difficulty in knowing why a muscle contracts at all, let
alone why it contracts slightly better under certain conditions. And in athletics the whole preparation - which includes
the mind - is exposed to conditions which, from the pure physiological point of view, create differences that are
difficult to measure.

All I can assure you is that the panel has consisted of world experts from West Germany, from Canada, and from
Great Britain - countries with reputations for physiological research which have always been high. When you read the
proceedings of this meeting, I hope you will reflect seriously on their comments.

After the Chairman had thanked the members of the panel and all those who had contributed from the floor, Dr G.
G. Browning, F RCP, Chairman of the British Association of Sport and Medicine closed the meeting by adding his own
thanks and those of everyone present to the speakers, to the organizers who had made the meeting not only possible
but so worthwhile, and to Abbott Laboratories who had generously helped with the expenses and with financing the
publication of the proceedings.
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